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Handling yarn reels safely, precisely and quickly by means of an INDEVA® 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Handling yarn reels in textile industry by means of an industrial manipulator model 

LIFTRONIC® is a smart solution that Scaglia INDEVA® has been offering to Companies in the 

textile industry sector since 1975.  The typical end effector for handling and rotating 

reels and uploading them unto a creel is the INDEVA® orbital tool head. The Liftronic® 

manipulator with an orbital tool head can be column mounted with articulated jointed arm 

or overhead rail mounted with or without articulated arm, or it can be mounted on an order 

picker (Liftruck). Large Companies such as UNIFI in the USA and many others have repeatedly 

purchased this material handling solution ’cause it has significantly improved their overall 

productivity as well as safety standard; read about the advantages provided by  using a 

Liftronic® INDEVA® mounted on an order picker for handling yarn reels. This INDEVA® 

Liftronic® with orbital tool head has been recently installed in the production unit of a large 

textile Company in South America. 

 

Manipulator for yarn reels Liftronic® has been around in the textile industry since 1970. 

Company Scaglia launched this innovative electric lift assist device for the textile industry 

back in the ’70s.Its advantages were right away appreciated both by the Company 

management and the workers.A Liftronic® manipulator, in fact, was a revolution for the 

textile industry: it allowed to handle yarn reels in a safe manner both for the workers and for 

the delicate yarn. Moreover workers can move reels from vertical to horizontal position and 

viceversa in a very quick way without any risk of accidental reel drop nor harm to workers. 

Since then the Liftronic® manipulator underwent several updatings till today in its 05 version. 

Today Liftronic® manipulator is still the stte of the art lift assist device for handling yarn 

reels.  Its electronic control, automatic barycentree adjust device, ergonomic design make it 

the top solution for handling reels and a very cost effective investment with very short term 

return. 

http://www.indevagroup.com/solutions/yarn-reels/
http://www.indevagroup.com/products/liftronic-intelligent-lift-assist-device/
http://www.indevagroup.com/products/liftronic-intelligent-lift-assist-device/
http://www.indevagroup.com/products/indeva-orbital-tool-head/
http://www.indevagroup.com/tag/column-mounted/
http://www.indevagroup.com/tag/overhead-rail-mounted/
http://www.indevagroup.com/products/liftruck/
http://www.indevagroup.com/videos/liftruck-indeva-handling-yarn-reels-ergonomically-quickly-safely/
http://www.indevagroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/14_creel-loading_ENG.pdf
http://www.indevagroup.com/products/indeva-orbital-tool-head/

